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This cantabile piece works great as a short
lyrical interlude in a program. Written for the
advancing intermediate ensemble, the score
features expanded use of rhythms, ranges
and keys, but technical demands are still
carefully considered. Viola T.C. parts are
included.
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Lauren has devoted many years of his career
supporting and publishing composers and
songwriters. Over the course of four decades,
he has occupied top executive positions in the
music publishing industry and is the creator
and co-founder of “Music in Our Schools,” the
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ABOUT THE COMPOSER

Lauren Keiser is a composer, arranger, editor,
and music publisher whose works have been
performed in America, the Far East and
Europe.
He studied privately with Elie
Siegmeister, Isaac Nemiroff, Harold Gilmore,
and Krzysztof Penderecki. His bestselling
string orchestra arrangements for middle and
high schools are on many state adoption lists.
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INSTRUMENTATION
1-FULL SCORE
8-VIOLIN I
8-VIOLIN II
2-VIOLIN III
(Viola Treble Clef)
5-VIOLA
5-CELLO
5-BASS
1-PIANO
(for rehearsal only)

Grade 4
Duration:
Approx. 2 Minutes
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Program Notes
1. The ideal beginning tempo is  = 66. However, taking into consideration young people’s arm and
strengths, the tempo is set at  = 72 to facilitate legato and cantabile playing.
2. Please note the upward, stepwise motion of the lowest voice and connect the phrases accordingly.
3. At m. 21, the pizzicato strings should be light and airy as the arco melody should emulate a floating line,
independent and individual.
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Lauren Keiser is a composer, arranger, editor, and music publisher whose works
have been performed in America, the Far East and Europe. He studied privately
with Elie Siegmeister, Isaac Nemiroff, Harold Gilmore, and Krzysztof Penderecki.
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in Our Schools,” the national celebration of music in American schools.
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